Day 1 Theme: ZOO
YOGA POSES

MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY: ANIMAL BREATHS
Using your imagination is a great way to not only have fun together, but imagination
has also been shown to boost your memory, enhance problem-solving skills,
develop self-confidence, and interact with others!
That’s why adults and children in my yoga classes always enjoy ANIMAL BREATHS!
Here’s how to do it: take turns picking an animal and imagine what it looks like when
that animal breathes. Act it out together!
For example: A lion takes a deep breath in, then opens it mouth wide, sticks out its
tongue to exhale.
An elephant raises its trunk as it breathes in and, while breathing out, lowers its trunk
while swinging it from side to side.

TALK OR WRITE TOGETHER:
What’s your favorite animal? Where does it live? What does it look like when it’s eating
or sleeping?
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Day 2 Theme: SPACE
YOGA POSES

MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY: DRAW YOUR FAVORITE PLANET
Drawing is a great way to relax your mind. Grab a sheet of paper and some markers
or colored pencils.

You can listen to this planet meditation to get inspired. Or, take a few deep breaths,
maybe close your eyes, and think about what your favorite planet looks like. Maybe
it’s a real planet. Or maybe it’s one that you make up.
Draw your planet on your paper.

TALK OR WRITE TOGETHER:
What’s your planet called? Does anyone or anything live there? Do you like to visit
alone or do you like to go there with someone else?
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Day 3 Theme: JUNGLE
YOGA POSES

MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY: 5 SENSES
Our eyes, ears, noses, hands, and tongues help us explore the world around us. They
can also help us settle down. When you're feeling a bit jumpy, anxious, sad, one way
to let yourself start to feel better is to remember your 5 senses and let them help you
focus on this moment.

Here’s how to do it: Find a comfortable place in the room you’re in - you can sit or lay
down. Take a deep breath in and slowly explore the room. Notice:
●

5 things you see

●

4 things you are touching

●

3 noises you hear

●

2 things you smell

●

1 flavor you taste

Also, check out this 5 senses scavenger hunt and explore more!

TALK OR WRITE TOGETHER:
Imagine you’re in the jungle. What do you think you’d see, touch, hear, smell, and
taste there?
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Day 4 Theme: AGE OF DINOSAURS
YOGA POSES

MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY: TOE-GA
Like dinosaurs, we spend ALL day stomping around on our feet. Toe-ga is a great
activity to stretch and relax your feet!
Here’s how to do it: Practice picking up things with your feet!
You can try a whole bunch of things. Some things I use in my classroom or at home
are:
●

Pens or pencils

●

Rolled-up socks (or other clothing items that my kids leave on the floor!)

●

Craft pompoms

●

Small rocks or sticks

●

Dried penne noodles (don’t cook afterwards! That’d be gross!)

TALK OR WRITE TOGETHER:
Do you like to be barefoot or to wear shoes? Why?
Do you like to stomp like a big dinosaur or walk on your tiptoes like a little chickadee?
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Day 5 Theme: ARCTIC
YOGA POSES

MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY: SNOWGLOBE SHAKE
Have you ever noticed how dogs shake when they’re wet? Did you know rabbits shake
after they’ve been chased?
Animals shake to release stress from their bodies and regulate their emotions! And
it works for us too!
Here’s how to do it: Become a human snowglobe!
Here are 2 different ways you can try it:
1.

Younger Kid version: Shake yourself until you can’t shake anymore. Freeze in
place and notice how it feels as your stability and balance slowly returns.

2. Older Kid/Adult version: Inhale slowly. Exhale as you shake your body gently
from head to toe.

TALK OR WRITE TOGETHER:
If you could interview an arctic animal such as a walrus, penguin, or polar bear, what
would you ask them? How do you think they’d answer?
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PEACE BEGINS WITH ME
I first heard these words during my Kidding Around Yoga Teacher Training and they resonated instantly.
They’ve never felt more important than in 2020.
FEW OF US HAVE LIVED THROUGH UNPREDICTABLE TIMES LIKE WE’RE FACING NOW.
But, as a trailing spouse who left a career I loved to move across the world for my husband’s job, I
understand how uncomfortable, overwhelming, and out-of-control life can feel sometimes. Especially
when you’re a parent..
HI, I’M MARISA.
I learned to find peace within me the hard way. The full-body-burnout,
next-stop-the-hospital-if-things-don't-change way.
My mental health struggles impacted not just myself but also my family.
As I started treatment, my doctor recommended yoga but I found it really
hard to show up consistently on my mat. Then, one day, my 4-year-old son,
asked if he could try yoga too so we looked up yoga for kids and found some
YouTube videos. We did the 20 minute video together and I laughed so
much. At the end, I felt 1000 lbs lighter!
Parenting is frigging hard! It’s the hardest job you’ll ever love.
Through playful yoga practices, I began to heal myself and connect even more deeply with my children.
Life’s not perfect but, now, we enjoy more snuggles and fewer struggles. I’m role-modeling the values I
want my children to embody as they grow: resilience, self-compassion, and connectedness.

As a board-certified genetic counselor, life coach, yoga teacher, and positive discipline parent facilitator,
my passion is to share what I’ve learned and help other families connect with their values so, like Mary
Poppins says, they can find the fun and make life feel more like a game they’re excited to play together.
I work with smart, funny, compassionate, dedicated parents who want to raise smart, funny,
compassionate, resilient kids.
They love their children but their doubts, fears, and comparisonitis make them believe they aren’t doing a
“good enough” job. They’re stressed and it’s affecting them and their relationship with their children.
Through yoga, coaching, and other spiritual and scientific practices, I help you get really clear about
what’s working for you, what isn’t, and how to get started putting all the pieces together so that you can
create a life that feels aligned and connected for you and your family.
Learn more about working with me on my website: www.MarisaRaymond.com or book a FREE 30-minute
mini session and let’s chat and see how I can help you.
Wishing you peace, health, & happiness,

